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FRAUD

O
F Facial biometrics offer fortified fraud 

defense with highly adoptable, 
low-friction authentication.is due to compromised credentials.

Enhance Auth0 MFA Workflows with 
Advanced Facial Biometrics 

Built-In Anti-Fraud Measures  
Eliminate account takeover and friendly fraud vectors by 

requiring users to validate with their selfie for every login, 

transaction, or action you choose.  

Identities Bound To A User, Not A Device 
Device-agnostic, 1:1 biometric matching and AI-powered 

liveness and anti-spoofing confirmation authenticates users 

across demographics with ease and certainty. 

Better User Experiences. Stronger Security.  
Balancing user expectations and fraud defense has never 

been easier with an in-browser, captured selfie – a highly 

adoptable form of phishing-resistant authentication.

Verified CloudConnect for Auth0 delivers seamless facial 

biometric authentication, in-browser, on any desktop or 

mobile device. Verified provides fortified fraud defense 

with low-friction, identity assurance. 

Stop Fraud.
End Account Takeover.



Try Verified Today 
Visit www.authid.ai today to learn how you can use advanced 
facial biometrics to strengthen your authentication workflow.

Super-Fast 
Implementation

Get started with no-code. Just add

“Verified Biometric MFA” as a

post-login action within your 

Auth0 configuration.

Adaptive MFA 
Everywhere 

Customize your workflow. 

Call Verified at any point in the 

user journey to mitigate risk 

with strong identity assurance.  

Portable Identity.
Trust on First Use.

Your users work, shop, and 

connect with you on various 

devices. Secure access from any 

device with an in-browser selfie.

Launch Verified with Auth0. Enhance Your MFA Workflows.

Always Know Who’s
Behind That Device
Verified delivers in-browser captured selfies to 

ensure that it's really your user requesting access, 

a password reset, or a transaction.

Interaction with organizational applications and 

data is protected from unauthorized access, at 

any point in the user journey you choose.
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User initiates login to 
website or application

User captures selfie 
in browser 

Verified confirms 
user's identity. User 
is granted access.

Stop Fraud.
End Account Takeover.


